
CHAPTER 5

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The structural design of shore protection structures is initiated

with an evaluation of the nature and intensity of environmental loads.

Breakwaters and jetties are built primarily for the purpose of resisting

these forces; groins also must remain stable under their attack. Waves

impose the most critical Loads on rubble mound structures. Other common

and likely loading conditions addressed in this chapter are currents,

soil stresses, impact pressures, ice, earthquakes and tsunamis.

The influence of soil and foundation conditions on the stability of

rubble mounds must not be underestimated. A slight case of toe scour,

innocuous at inception, can proceed to cause structural damage and, in

the extreme, can result in radical breaching and failure. The effects

of settlement and inadequate soil bearing capacity can be similarly

severe. The potential for such difficulties should be identified in the

initial phases of analysis so that remedial measures can be incorporated

in the foundation planning. Foundation design deserves at Least as much

attention as the structural design of the overlying mound. This topic

is introduced in the second section.

Mounds are flexible structures composed of discrete elements.

Under attack by environmental forces, individual units move relative to

each other and readjust to a stable configuration. Similarly, scour and

foundation settlement may cause the structure to subside and deform, but

the damaged mound will generally continue to function, to some degree,
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as intended. Rubble mound damage i,s progressive and therefore will not

induce immediate and catastrophic failure.

The flexible behavior of mounds is a design advantage. When some

measure of damage is allowable, design can be based on loads lower than

the maximum which can occur. Xt is more economical to tolerate some

damage, and to repaiz the mound periodically, than to preclude damage by'

designing for the maximum loading conditi.on. For small-scale shore

protection devices, foundation and structural design based on maximum

environmental loads is generally considered overdesign and, therefore,

not, efficient engineering.

5.1 SUNNY OP DESIGN' LOADS

Coastal engineering design requires an analysis and understanding

of the response of coastal structures to environmental loads. Loading

conditions depend intrinsically on the purpose and orientation of the

structure; for example, sheet pile harbor bulkheads are subject to

forces different in nature and intensity from those which act on sheet

pile groins. Environmental loading depends, by defini.ti.on, on the site

chazacteri.sties as well. Common coastal zone loadings are described by

Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!.

The behavior of rigid and flexible structures under the same

loading condition is radically different; structural type, then, is the

key to structural response. Construction materials and methods are

interrelated contributing factors. Design methodologies outlined by

Hubbell and Kulhawy {l979b! relate predominantly to vertical-faced rigid

structures. This section addresses environmental loads as they affect
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mound type structures, as a prelude to the design procedures presented

in Chapter 7.

Current rubble mound technology cannot quantify conclusively the

complex forces required to displace individual armor units from the

cover layers. At present, empirical design methods  See Chapter 7!

include wave parameters as the oaly eaviroameatal load contributiag to

mound stability. Because wave loadiag controls mound design, it is

particularly important to choose and characterize properly the design

wave.

Certainly, other loads are acknowledged as affecting stability.

The foremost among these, described ia this section, include:

l! currents, 2! soil stresses, 3! impact pressures, 4! ice and

5! earthquakes aad tsunamis. Although their influence has not yet been

integrated into standard rubble mouad design procedures, it should not

be inferred that they are always of secondary importance. Ice and

earthquake forces especially can be of primary importance, depending on

the regional climatic and geologic conditions. When judged necessary,

design modf.ficatioas and reinforcements can be included to counter the

actions of these forces.

Waves

The action of wind-generated water waves against coastal structures

-'s the most constant and severe of environmental loads. The structural

design of breakwaters, jetties and groias depends on the selection of

the design wave hefght. Deepwater waves are evaluated, and propagated

shoreward. Diffraction and refraction ia shallow water affect the wave
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characteristics at the structure site. Hubbell and Kulhawy  l979b!

review these topics and related analytical techniques in detail. Wave

loads on vertical-faced structures are also presented in that work and

wiU. not be described here. This sect'on will revie~ general aspects of

wave loading, emphasizing their relation to the design of rubble mound

structures.

The water depth at the structure controls the type and height of

waves which the structure will have to withstand. The depth is

calculated from the hydrography and tidal range. and usually corrected

for estimated storm surge and wave setup  see Hubb'ell and Kulhawy,

1979b!. Structures may be subject to different forms of wave action as

the water level varies at the site and along the structure length.

Maximum wave forces on jetties and groins, for example, need not occur

at the seaward end of the structures. The possibility of such

vari.ations should be considered in establishing water levels and design

waves  CERC, 1977! .

A coastal structure may experience forces from three types of

waves: nonbreaking, breaking and broken. Where the wave height is not

Limited by shallow depths, a nonbreaking condition exists. The force

due to nonbreaking waves is essentially hydrostatic. Waves breaking

directly against the structure impose the most severe forces, an added

hydrostatic force coupled with a short duration dynamic pressure that

acts near the region where the crests hit the structure. Broken waves

occur in somewhat shallower water and do not exert significant design

forces.
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In rubble mound design, the design wave height is * critical

parameter. It is input directly into stability equations  Chapter 7!

where it affects, to' the third power, armor unit weight. Prediction of

wave type and subsequent selection of the design wave height are

presented below.

Breakin Waves. Waves may break by spilling, plunging, collapsing

or surging  Figure 5.1!, and each type imposes different, pressures on a

nearshore structure. Spilling and surging waves exert only an added

hydrostatic pressure, while plunging waves can create a dynamic shock

pressure. It is important to estimate the breaker type of the design

wave, since it, is more critical to design against the plunging wave than

the spilling or surging one  Galvin, 1969!. All of the limited design

data available regarding the effect of breakers on rubble mound

stability relate to the plunging wave condition. Breaker classification

methods are outlined by Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!.

A common approximation is that waves will break on a structure that

has a water depth at the toe, d , of less than 1.3 times the design wave
s

height. This d guideline is not always valid, however, and should not

be used for design purposes  CERC. 1977!. A wave which plunges on a

coastal structure actually initiates breaking at some depth, d , seaward

of the structure toe. This wave, which travels to the structure during

the breaking process, will be larger than that predicted with

consideration only of d  Weggel, 1972!. Therefore, design wave heights
s

must be evaluated with reference to db rather than d
s

The horizontal travel of plunging waves during breaking was

investigated by Galvin �969!. Parameters of breaker geometry and
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travel are defined in Figure 5.2. The di',stance * breaker travels before

collapsing, I , is a function of the nearshore slope, m, and the breaker
P

height, H

X ~ �.0-9.25m! H
p

�. 1!

The travel distance, I, delineates the zone of influence of a breaking
P

wave for various still water levels  Galvin, 1969!.

�.2!d  max! aH

d  min! ~ SH �.3!

Figure 5.5 is used to evaluate and and these are, in turn, used to

calculate the minimum and maximum breaking depths, as demonstrated in

Design Example 5.1.

The evaluation of the breaker travel distance, X , and the limiting
P

breaker depths, d  min! and d  max!, def ines a region that will be

sub]ect to breaking ~aves for a given still water level. In general,

structures located in depths greater than d  max! will experience

nonbreaking wave forces.' Conversely, broken waves will impinge on

structures built in depths shallower than d  min!.

It is desirable to determine the maximum breaker height a coastal

structure could reasonably experience. Figure 5.3 or 5.4 can be used to

evaluate the design breaker height, H , depending on the known

parameters. The nearshore slope, m, and d are obtained at the site;

the wave period and deepwater wave height are predicted as described in

Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!. The use of these graphs is illustrated by

Design Example 5.1.

For a particular still water level, the limiting depths for wave

breaking are defined as:
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Figure 5.2 Definition of Breaker Geometry  CERC, 1977, p. 7-4!
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The breaking process will be modified by proposed structures

located in the nearshore zone. Where the effect of the structure is not

significant, incident waves will generally break when the depth slightly

exceeds d  min!  CZRC, l977! ~ Modification of breaker location and

height by the presence of rubble mound structures was studied by Jackson

�968b!. As wave reflection effects of the structures become more

significant, t' he depth of breaking increases and the zone of breaking

translates seaward. Further research i.s necessary to fully explain the

influence of structures.

The foregoing analysis results in a design breaker height from

known deepwater wave characteristics. The problem might be approached

from the opposite angle, i.e., the maximum breaker height is the known

parameter. The deepwater wave hei,ght that results in a known breaker

height can be establishhd using Figure 5.6 and refraction data for the

site  See Hubbell and Kulhawy, l919b, oa wave refraction!. Design

Example 5.2 applies this method.

Nonbreakin Waves. Nonbreaking ~aves occur against a structure

when the toe water depth, d , is greater than about 1.5 Hi, the incident
s

wave height. This wave form is essentially a wave of oscillation, which

breaks when the forward velocity of the crest particles exceeds the

velocity of propagation of the wave itself. Nonbreaking wave forces are

the longest duration wave load, although the peak nonbreaking force is

less than that of the breaking wave.

The bottom slope influences the occurrence of nonbreaking waves.

As the slope steepens, the limiting depth for breaking decreases and

structures can be designed for the nonbreaking condition in shallower

waters. The upper limiting envelope of Figure 5.5, the a curve, vields
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a conservat'ive estimate of the boundary between nonbreaking and breaking

water depths.

Broken Waves. Broken waves occur in relatively shallow waters.

They exert low pressures, having lost energy in wave breaking and

through bottom friction. Broken waves do not pose significant

environmental design loads in rubble mound design.

Selection of the Desi Wave. The design wave height is the height

of the wave that is potenti.ally most damaging to an economi.cally

feasible coastal structure. This is different from, and less than, the

maximum wave height. The maximum force wave is generally- assumed to be

the largest wave breaking directly on the structure or, in the case of

nonbreaking waves, the largest wave to reach the structure  Galvin,

1969!. The design wave is selected with consideration of the structure

use, the frequency of occurrence of the maximum wave, permissible damage

to the structure, and economic factors.

For nonbreaking waves, the design height is chosen from a

statistical frequency distribution of wave heights from empirical

hindcasts  See Hubbell and Kulhawy, 1979b!. The distribution is often

based on the significant wave heights, H , the average of the highest
8

third of the wave heights occurring in a given record. However,

depending on the type of structure and the allowable margin of safety,

the design may be based on higher heights, as H <, the average of the

highest ten percent. of the heights. Table 5.1 gives the ratios of

commonly used wave height parameters to significant height.

In recommendations of the Corps of Engineers  CERC, 1977!,

selection of the nonbreaking design wave height depends on whether the

structure is rigid, semirigid or flexible, and its corresponding



Table S.l Various Design Nave Heights, Related
to Sigaificant Height  Quinn, 1972, p. 41!

Significaat height  H !
8

Average height

Average height of highest 10X  H>0!

Height not exceeded more than 20X of the time

Height not exceeded more than 10X of the time

Height not exceeded more thaa SX of the time

Height not exceeded more thar' 3X of the time

Height aot exceeded more than 1X of the time

Average height of highest 1X  Hl!

Maximum height

1..0

0.6

1. 27

0.9

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.6

1.7

1.87
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response to wave attack. Because rigid structures cannot deform to .

ab sorb wave energy, a high wave within the wave train could cause sudden

and comp3.ete structural failure. These structures are designed by the

most stringent design wave specifications. Semirigid types, such as

cellular sheet pile configurations, can absorb wave pounding. Damage to

flexible rubble mound structures is progressive, and short durations of

extreme wave action seldom create serious destruction. They can,

accordingly, be designed for statistically 3.esser wave heights. The

CZRC guidelines are as follows:

1. Use Hl for rigid structures.

2. Use Hlo to H> for semirigid. structures.

3. Use H to Hl for flexible structures. The higher  H ! values
s

may be used f the storm frequency is such that extensive
annual damage would require costly continual maintenance.

In calculating the design wave height for breaking conditions, the

significant and related wave heights are not directly considered,

because larger waves break seaward of the structure and smaller waves

are ignored. For sites on the open coasts in shallow depths  d ~ 10 ft

or 3 m! or where it is necessary to design against the absolute maximum

possible wave height, the calculated maxim breaker height is adopted

as the design wave height. For other sites, if the maximum breaker

height does not occur with a great frequency, a lesser wave height from

the frequency distribution is selected for design purposes  Galvin,

1969!.

Qesign depths and wave conditions can usually be eva3.usted

concurrently. The parameters must be coupled in structural design as

they are likely to occur simul.taneously at the site. For example, high

water levels generated by hurricane storm surge and the associated
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extreme wave action occur together, and usually provide maximum design

criteria. The frequency of occurrence and duration of combinations of

water level and wave action are important considerations in the design

of proposed shore protection schemes  CERC, 1977!.

Curxeats

En the structura3. ana3.ysis of rubble mounds, the forces of surface

wave related currents do not add significant structural design loads.

Because they are responsible for littoral drift, the influence of

curx'ents is, instead, on the functional design of shore protection

structures, e.g. length, spacing, orientation, etc.  Chapter 3!. The

role of currents in setting up nearshore circulation cells and longshore

3.ittora3. transport is examined in Chapter 2. Scouring forces resulting

from currents are also quite important. Their effects are highlighted

below and discussed more fully in Section 5.2.

Rip currents are stxong, narrow currents that flow seaward from the

surf zone. Once a rip current is established, the increased water

velocity can remove material from its path in scoured channels. If rips

occur along the sides of a shore-connected structure, as a groin or

jetty, severe undermining can result in flanking and toe failure. For

this reason, the spacing of rip currents, us~ally one to eight times the

width of the surf zone  Table 2.1!, should be considered in planning

nearshore structures  Inman, Tait and Nordstrom, 1971!.

Soil Stresses

Shore-connected breakwaters, groins and jetties are, in a sense,

retaining walls which retain the littoral drift they accrete. The

stability of wall type structures  Chapter 4! depends in part on the
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soil stresses on the updrift side which tend to overturn the wall, and

those on the downdrift side which provide a restraining moment. These

forces are not explicitly considered in the design of mound structures.

Soil stress is a maximum when the wall structure is filled on one

side and empty on the other. Similarly, maximum sail forces occur at

the shoreward end, where more littoral material is retained  Figure

5.7!. Toward the seaward end, progressively less material is accreted,

and soil stresses are decreased. Finally, at the seaward end., the

accretion ~edge ideally tapers to meet the downdrift profile.

Because soil forces vary *long the length of a shore protection

structure, analysis as a retaining wall is complex. The problem is

complicated further by wave loading which also varies with location

along the wall. Evaluation of these coupled loadings on wall structures

is beyond the scope of this chapter. Saczynski and Kulhawy  in

preparation! and basic texts on soil mechanics and foundation

engineering cover the general theories for soil stresses. Geotechnical

considerations related to rubble mound foundation design are dealt with

in Section 5.2.

Shock Pressures

Waves breaking against coastal structures induce impact pressures

of very high intensity and short duration, called shock pressures.

These are followed by longer duration pressures of lower intensity

 Figure 5.8!. Shock pressures can also be caused by the slamming of

ships and other solid ob!ects.

Studies by Kamel �968! resulted in the following conclusions

regarding shock pressures. Because the pressures have short duration,
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on the order of a millisecond, and occur only at some spots on the

surface of the structure, they should not be used in checking the

structural stability. This is especially true for rubble mounds,

because the flexible construction tends to absorb shocks. The shoxt

dux'ation loads are more important in the design of rigid structures; the

pressures may cause cracks in the casings of rock-filled steel caissons,

for example. Also, they affect the stability of structures that, have

natural frequencies within the range of duration of shock pressures.

Ice

In cold regions marine structures can be affected significantly by

ice problems. Because rubble mounds depend for their stability on the

cover layer armor units, ice forces which tend to dislocate or damage

these units are most destructive.
4

Wave and wind driven ice fragments impacting a rubble mound have

the capacity to dislodge armor units from the face. The ~ound is a

flexible structure and can reax'range to survive the loss of some units;

in the extreme, ho~ever, underlayers and core material could be exposed

and eroded. This damage would almost certainly not cause structural

failure of the mound, but would necessitate px'ompt repair. Well-keyed

rubble elements endure ice impact best. It has been observed that

damage is less extensive during severe winters, when piled ice acts as a

buffer to impact  Carey, Ashton and Frankenstein, 1973!.

The expansion of water to ice can produce excessive pressure in the

voids of a rubble mound. This internal static ice stress might act to

jack cover layer units from their places on the mound face. According
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to CKRC �977! the probable maximum pressure that, can be generated by

water freezing in an enclosed area is 30,000 psi �07 NN/m !.2

Degradation of the cover layer materials themselves can occur.

Noving ice floes may significantly abrade rock and concrete armor units

at the water level. Frost action and. freeze-thaw cycling can totally

destroy the fabric of susceptible rocks. An evaluation of the

freeze-thaw durability of prospective armor unit materials is imperative

in prone regions. Appropriate procedures are described in Chapter 6.

Ice forces do not generally impose greater stresses than the wave

forces which rubble mounds are designed. to resist. Iecause the maximum

wave forces and ice thrust do not occur in combination. no special

design allowance is commonly made for periodic ice conditions. Should

it be necessary to quantify ice forces, Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!

provide the required procedures.

Earth uakes and Tsunamis

There is little documented literature concerning rubble mound

design for earthquakes. Some elucidation is provided by Wang, et. al.

�978! who studied the reaction of rubble mound breakwaters to

earthquake ground motion. Nodel tests were performed in an attempt to

reproduce the behavior of the structures under earthquake loading, to

identify failure modes and to examine the stability of armor units. The

following experimental conclusions apply to rubble mound breakwaters on

a rigid foundation; possible foundation failure was not studied.

The fundamental damage mode exhibited was crest settlement and some

slight slope deformation. Slope steepness was an influential factor;

crest settlements and horizontal toe displacements were greater on the
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steeper  leeward! sides of the model breakwaters, as demonstrated in

Figure 5.9. Under severe or repeated shocks, the dolosse mat settled as

a whole down the face, causing thinning or riftiag at the crest. Ta

geaeral, however, the two layers of armor uaits remained intact.

The percentage change ia crest elevation, the primary damage

indicator, is plotted as a function of horizontal earthquake

acceleration in Figure 5.10. The intersection of envelope A-A, the zero

damage line, and the acceleratioa scale occurs at about 0.4g. This

indicates that earthquakes of less than 0.5g have no significant effect

on rubble mound breakwaters. Clough and Pirtz �958! discovered the

same lo~er limit for earthquake damage to rock-fill dams. The high

degree of resistance is attributed to the structural flexibility

inherent in the rubble mound configuration. The interlocking of armor

units is also perceived as important to earthquake resistance.

Presettled breakwaters were less susceptible to moderate shock

damage than new ones  See envelope B-B in Figure 5.10!. In the moderate

case, settlement is due largely to internal densificatioa. For larger

ground accelerations, the advantage of presettlement decreased. For

strong shocks, crest settlemeat is caused by a chaage in structural

shape and modification of side slopes.

For rubble mound breakwaters which protect critical facilities, as

offshore deep water ports, refineries and power plants, seismic effects

cannot be igaored. The possible crest settlement resultiag from the

design earthquake caa be approximated, and subsequently allowed for,

from Figure 5.10. using enve1ope A-A for new breakwaters with little

shakedown aad line B-B for older breakwaters with more than four percent

presettlement.
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For small-scale structures, costly fortification against

earthquakes is seldom economicaLly justified. Damaged breakwaters might

still offer some protection and rubble mound repair may prove less

expensive than initially overdesigning the crest elevation. The

controlling factors in incorporation of earthquake design, then, are the

financial and environmental consequences of failure of the protective

elements  Wang, et. al., 1978! .

Tsunamis. Tsunamis are long period waves produced by undersea

earthquakes and reLated landslides, bottom slumping and volcanic

eruptions. They are generated by a rapid large-scale disturbance of a

mass of ocean water that results in displacement of the ocean surface

and the creation of waves. The direct attack and associated onshore

runup of high waves has caused several major catastrophies in coastal

areas prone to tsunamis. Most tsunamis are generated at the active

earthquake boundary along the rim of the Pacific Ocean  Aleutian

Islands, Japan, New Zealand, and the west coast of South America! and

weaker tsunamis have been recorded in other parts of the world

 Sorenson, 1978!.

Most onshore structural damage is caused by waves, flooding, high

flow velocities in the runup surge, and impact of objects carried by the

surge  Sorenson, 1978!. Massive tsunami barriers can be constructed,

although such measures are extremely expensive. It is unrealistic,

however, to believe that even rigorously designed protective measures

can totally counter the effects of tsunami attack. The establishment of

a warning system, escape routes and evacuation training are well-advised

tsunami countermeasures  Horikawa, 1978!.
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5.2 GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Foundation conditions have a profound influence on selection of the

structural type to be used. Rubble mounds are an attractive alternative

in this respect as they are adaptable to a wide range of soil conditions

and water depths. Too often, however, rubble mound design proceeds with

little attention to geotechnical aspects, when the foundations for

marine structures warrant careful study.

Nearshore soil deposits usually comprise sand and clay, in

alternating layers of variable thickness, with varying silt contents.

Geotechnical problems vary accordingly; failure of the mound-foundation

compLex could be initiated by excessive settlement, insufficient soil

bearing capacity, critical toe scour, or a combination of these.

Possible instability from these sources should be evaluated. If judged

necessary, the foundation design can incorporate measures to reduce the

potentiaL for damage and failure. The scope of geotechnical

investigation and analysis is dictated primarily by the scale and

purpose of the structure. Specification of acceptable factors of safety

is related similarly to the nature of the project, and is the

responsibility of the design engineers and the authorizing and

regulatory agencies.

It is common practice, on projects of all scales, to place one or

more bedding layers over the foundation soiLs to act as a base for the

overlying rubble mound. Properly designed and installed bedding mats

can provide scour erosion control and counter settlement and bearing

capacity failure. The design of these important foundation elements is

presented as the last part of this section.
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Settlement

Rubble mounds can settle into their sandy foundations because of

removal of the bottom supporting material, as by scour. When the mound

is founded on soft compressible clay strata, consolidation of this

material can cause large-scale settlement of the structure, as shown in

Figure 5.lla. These two settlement mechanisms are addressed below.

Settlement of toe stones into scour holes and undermined trenches

is the net result of wave and current turbulence on the sediment bed.

This interaction and the structural problems it can precipitate are

included in the discussion on scour. The best measure against this mode

of settlement is the use of a properly designed and installed foundation

filter layer. Filter design guidelines are presented in the final

portion of this section. In the absence of a filter layer, rubble

stones will settle to a depth at which the sand is not disturbed by

bottom current effects. Large quantities of rubble may be required to

allow for the settlement loss. This can, however, provide an effective

and stable base for construction  CKRC, 1977!.

Many marine clays and silts are highly compressible as well as weak

in shear resistance. These foundation materials may consolidate and

induce large and detrimental deformations in the overlying structure.

It may be possible to consolidate the soft material by dumping rock

until a stabilized. base has been built. Thi.s fabricated foundation

should be permitted to settle under its own weight for a period of time

prior to rubble mound construction. In lieu of this, excavation and

replacement of the clay with material more competent to receive the

structural loads will prevent large settlements  guinn, 1972!.



Figure 5. 11 Rock-fill Breakwater, Spezia, Italy, Const ructed
a! By dumping rock directly onto clay, b! By
dumping rock onto sand layer in a shallow
dredged cut  Terzaghi and Peck, 1967, p. 465
after Barbaris, 1935!
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A case history reported by Terzaghi and Peck �967! demonstrates

the effectiveness of settlement control by a shallow dredged cut, filled

with sand. A harbor breakwater installed in Spezia, Italy, 1862,

comprised a rock-fill foundation. The site water depth of 33 ft �0 m!

was underlain by soft clay. Construction commenced with dumping large

rocks into the ~ster, as was the standard practice of the time. This

procedure destroyed the structure of the uppermost layer of clay and

induced very large local stress concentrations in the material. The

settlement of the fill was correspondingly large. The addition of more

material to maintain a constant crest elevation simply accelerated the

rapid settlement. During a period of 50 years the material added was

equivalent to a layer 60 ft �8 m! thick  Figure 5.11a!. When a new

breakwater section was added in 1912, .measures were taken to prevent

excessive settlement. The mud was removed to a depth of between 7 and

16 ft �.1 and 4.9 m! and replaced with sand. The fill rocks were now

supported by the sand and no local stress concentrations were developed

in the clay  Figure 5.11b! . After nine years, the settlement reached

only 2.7 ft �.8 m! .

The rubble mound structure is highly flexible and can rearrange and

internally adjust to some foundation settlement. This is a useful

advantage. It may be practical simply to allo~ the mound to deform in

response to settlement rather than take precautionary measures.

Similarly, the mound can be overbuilt initially to allow for anticipated

foundation settlement. In the final configuration the structure will

have deformed to the design crest elevation.

The foundation design for an LNG port breakwater, Malaysia,

incorporated the principles of material replacement and overbuilding.
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The subsurface pgofile  Figure 5.12a! is characterized by interbedded

very soft to stiff marine clays and silts, underlain by the sandstone

bedrock. It was judged that these soils were too compressible to

support the breakwater directly. The recommended foundation scheme

involves excavation of the unsuitable soil to bedrock or the top of the

overconsolidated clays, and replacement with fine sands dredged from the

inner harbor  Figure 5.12b!. The sands will be quick dumped from bottom

dump barges and vibrated into place to a uniform density. The mound

head final elevati,on is +8.0 m  +26.2 ft!; it will be built to + 9.8m

 +32.1 ft! to allow for settlement. This design is qui.te conservative,

o~ing to the critical nature of the LNG berth  Cameron and Lin, 1980!.

Bearin Ca acit

When the load placed exceeds the bearing strength of the soil, the

material can fail by shearing along a curved plane, cutting the bottom

at some distance beyond the toe of the superimposed load. A layer of

materi.al stronger than the base soil, laid beyond the toe and the

anticipated plane of failure, will reduce the potential for bearing

capacity failure. The weight and increased shearing resistance of a

properly designed foundation mat ar'e sufficient to resist upheaval of

the soil beyond the toe. Quinn �972! suggests that the thickness and

shear strength of the base should be specified to provide a factor of

safety of at least 1.5 against bearing capacity failure at the toe, and

that the layer extend out such that the critical plane of failure will

have to pass through its base.

The evaluation of rubble mound slope stability requires a detailed

geotechnical analysis. Usually, for slope stability studies, various
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b. Proposed breakwater foundation scheme

Figure 5.12 LNG Breakwater, Bintulu, Malaysia  Cameron and Lin, 1980,
pp. 463-464!
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circular and wedge failure surfaces are ana3.yzed until a critical oae is

found. Zt is beyond the scope of this study to present analysis

methods; slope stability theory and procedures are well-documented in

soil mechanics texts aad literature.

According to Fischer aad Lu  l975!, breakwater slope stability

should be evaluated for two critical conditions:

Maximum breaking wave acting on the breakwater embankment
in combination with the maximum storm surge.

2. Rapid drawdown � the water oa the leeward side is at its
maximum level, followed immediately by the retreat of the
wave to its lowest level on the seaward side.

The first case has not beea addressed in breakwater design. As shown in

Figure 5.13a, the breaking wave force will increase the tendency of

failure toward the breakwater inner slope while enhancing the stability

of the seaward face. A rayid drawdown condition exists when no

significant drainage occurs during drawdown. Because rubble mounds are

pervious and do not retain water, the possibility of true rapid drawdown

is remote. However, Fischer and Lu �975! recommend this case be

considered in the conservative design of major breakwaters uader storm

wave action. The stability of the seaward slope will be more critical

than that of the inaer slope under rapid. drawdown, as shown in Figure

5.13b.

Scour

Rubble mounds may be subject to severe toe erosion by undermining

and scour. Scour is a process of removal of materials on the sediment

bed. Waves and turbulence place the natural bottom materials in

suspension where they can then be transported away by longshore and
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CRASlg OF CNCLNl FLIC SLNFiKC
KÃASPLK ll' WQlOC F~ SIRACL

a. Breaking wave condition

OtNSLC tP CONRAD ARNE ~
~ RQIPLL Q wEOOC I'AVE %5INCC

b. Rapid drawdown condition

Figure 5.13 Slope Stability Analyses for Rubble Mound
Breakwaters {Pischer and Lu, 1975, p. 590!
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other currents. The removed material is often not replaced by an influx

of sediments and a scour hole or trough develops along the toe of the

mound structure.

Scour-induced damage or failure of the rubble mound toe can

seriously threaten overall structural stability and functional adequacy

of the works. Xf the toe stones are dislodged, the armer units above

them can slide down the face slope. Crevices opened in the armor layer

render the undezlayers and coze vulnerable to wave attack. ln this

unshielded condition, a rubble mound could be totally and

catastrophically breached by severe storm waves. Failure could, instead,

progress over a long period of time. Armor stone has been observed to

bridge over cavities up to 20 ft � m! in diameter. ln any case, once a

crevice is initiated in the armor layer, the stability afforded by

keying and interlocking of units is lost, and the overall mound

stability can be reduced by as much as 50 percent  Sullivan, 1979!.

Foundation scouz has significantly affected the economics and

service life of many existing coastal structuzes. Scour problems

encountered during construction can lead to substantial cost overruns,

as indicated in Table S.2. For example, the Cape Hatteras groin field,

in North Carolina, has been plagued with problems since its construction

in 1970, as described by Machemehl �979!. The concrete and steel sheet

pile groins were undermined in deep scour pockets. The loss of bottom

support allowed their deflection and toppling under wave action. Major

repairs are required to restore the groins to a functional level.

Another case is documented by Sullivan �979!. Apparent displacement or

settlement of the small foundation stone was partly responsible for the

eventual major breaching of the east Kahului breakwater, Hawaii, in
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1958. Subsequent rehabilitation undertaken by the Corps of Engineers

has improved the harbor breakwaters. The most recent round of repairs,

in 1977, included placement of a band of dolosse for toe protection.

Each climatic region of the United States has different wave and

soil conditions. Correspondingly, each generates characteristic

foundation scour and erosion problems in coastal construction. The

extremes in wave climates in the United States are represented by the

high wave energy of the North Pacific coast and the low energy

environment of the Great Lakes. The relatively mild wave climate of the

Gulf of Mexico is somewhat offset, foz foundation problems, by the

adverse foundation characteristics of the Mississippi River deltaic

formations on the Louisiana coast. Regional problems and constzuction

techniques to overcome scour are reported by Hale �980, Report 1!.

This is an excellent guide to site specific scour effects.

Mechanism of Scour. Scour occurs around any object that obstructs

the normal underwater flaw patterns. When marine foundations alter the

dynamic equilibrium, local velocities increase, and additional

turbulence and vortices are generated. The flow Locally obtains an

increased capacity for sediment transport and erodes unprotected

foundation materials.

The erosive action of oscillating waves and water currents combine,

to differing degrees, to produce scour around nearshore structures. On

a straight coastline protected by groins oz breakwaters, scouz phenomena

are attributed predominantly to wave action. Sediments are tossed. into

suspension by wave attack and transported from the region by

wave-induced currents. Where strong currents  other than wave-induced!
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exist, these may be the dominant scouring mechanism. For example,

strong tidal or ziverflow currents around a jetty initiate scour

themselves, in addition to transporting material removed by wave effects

 Hale, 1980!,

The magnitude of scour that will occur depends on the type of

structure, the characteristics of wave attack, and foundation soil

parameters. A rule of thumb estimate of the expected scour, over a long,

period of time, near reflecting structures is that the maximum depth of

scour below the natural bed is about equal to the height of the maximum

unbroken wave that can be supported by the original water depth at the

structure toe  CERC, 1977!. Scour-related laboratory investigations

have largely dealt with scour around piles and pipelines, and in front

of vertical-faced. seawalls. These have identified important variables,

but their conclusions are predominantly qualitative in scope.

Sawaragi �966! studied the phenomenon of toe scour responsible for

remarkable subsidence of concrete armor blocks on coastal structures in

Japan. He related the void ratios of permeable slopes to the reflection

coefficient, the ratio of the reflected to incident wave height, and

these parametezs to the scouring depth. The depth of scour increased in

proportion to the reflection coefficients, for coefficients exceeding

0.25. Thus, energy absorbing sloped rubble structures develop less toe

scour than vertical smooth walls.

Herbich and Ko �968! extended this work and developed a

mathematical model to describe scour in front of seawalls. important

variables in the model are water velocity and sand particle diameter.

The influence of the reflection coefficient was difficult to isolate,



because the reflection itself depends on many variables, such as wave

characteristics, seawal3. slope and the kinematic wave type. For

examp3.e, there is a great difference between the reflection coefficients

of a nonbreaking and breaking wave on a seawall for the same wave

characteristics. All experiments indicated an asymptotic 3.imit to scour

depth. Erosion advaaces rapidly during the first few hours and slows

progressive3.y until the state of ultimate erosion is attained.

Scour in froat of vertical and inclined seawalls was investigated

experimental3.y by Sato, Tanaka and Irie {1968!. The most significant

parameters in their study were wave reflection effects and the ~ater

depth, as well as the characteristics of the waves. In the field,

fouadation scour was intensive where a breakwater transversed a

longshore bar, and at the corner and tip of the structure, owing to the

sharp energy gradient of currents and waves in these areas. They found

that the maximum scour depth would probably not exceed the deepw'ster

wave height that produced the scour. The role of currents ia

contributing to field scour was acknowledged.

Wave ref3.ection from walls is genera1ly accepted as a major

mechaaism of bed scour. Silvester {1977! attributed foundation and

downcoast scour to short-crested reflected ~aves. Submerged structures

are as susceptib3,e to the problems of reflection and vortex scour as

those extending above the ~ater surface. A3.though rubble mounds provide

less reflected energy than vertical or smooth sloping walls, long period

waves of small height can be reflected with little dissipation. The

continual action of persistent swell can cause detrimental scour.

Hotta and Marui {1976! performed experiments to clarify the

characteristics of scour around detached breakwaters. Local scour and
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larger-scale changes in bathymetry occurred concurrently in a complex

interaction. The maximum scouring depths varied from 0.6 to 1.0 times

the initial wave height and were largest at X/X 0.38, where X i.s the

distance from the shoreline to the breakwaters and X is the distance

from shore to the breaking wave point  See Section 5.1!. The breakwater

position which results in the least scour is at X/X = 1.0; that is,

when the breakwaters are si.tuated at or gust inside the breaking point.

This study concurred with others in concluding that the scour depth will

not be greater than the order of the deepwater wave height.

The above investigations identify key parameters in mound

foundation scour and confirm the significance of this phenomenon in the

design of coastal structures. However, the extent of scour to be

expected cannot be projected conclusively. Development of accurate

predictive techniques will lead to more effective measures to minimize

scour  Hale, 1980!.

Protective measures. There are four general methods to combat

scour-induced erosion of rubble mound foundations. These are:

1. Installation of a foundation blanket

2. Placement of excess stone on the toe

3. Gverbuilding the rubble structure

4. Excavation of bottom sediment to a predetermined depth

Use of a foundation bedding layer to prevent the formation of a

scour hole is common practice. The mats extend some distance beyond the

structure to shift wave and current action away from the toe. The mat

thickness serves also to distribute structural loads over a wider base,

thus reducing settlement and bearing capacity problems. Hats are
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designed as filters to avoid removal of foundation materials through the

blanket and the loss of blanket material into the voids of the cover

stone. The design of graded stone and synthetic fabric filter layers is

described in the next section. ln recent years, gabions have been used

to serve this purpose as well  Hale, 1980!.

The second two methods of scour control are passive; that is, they

prepare for the occurrence and effects of scour rather than prevent

them. An extra berm of stone can be placed on the lower slope and toe

to drop down and fill any scour trench that may develop. Similarly, the

entire mound can be initially overbuilt such that it will eventually

settle to the design crest elevation.

Hale �980! considers foundation excavation as a means of

preventing scour on high wave energy coasts. The ultimate scour depth

is estimated, and the foundation is excavated to that level. Expected

scour depths in sand ranged from 2 to 6 ft �.6 to 1.8 m!. Tt is

desirable to excavate to bedrock or other scour-resistant material when

they are located at shallow depth. For example, on the Hawaiian coast

it is frequently possible to dig down to a firm coral foundation.

During construction. turbulence at, the working end tends to scour a

hole in unconsolidated bottom material. If construction proceeds from

the outer end toward the shore, similar scour will occur at the

unfinished inner end, particularly as it approaches the shoreline. In

high wave energy areas, it may be extremely difficult to place the

necessary protective bedding layer within the surf zone. Some

suggestions for alleviating the problem are  ASCE, 1969!:

1. Develop special construction techniques
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2. Increase the layer thickness

3. Where possible, use a coarser graded bedding layer

4. Restrict construction in the surf zone to periods when the
smallest surf occurs

Techniques fox the control of scour during construction are

detailed in a three volume Corps of Engineers report by Hale �980!. It

is recommended that foundation bedding materials be placed ahead of the

core construction at least 50 ft �5 m! to prevent scouring and

undermining of the working section. At the end of the construction day,

a 30 to 50 ft  9 to 15 m! section of bedding should be laid to minimize

overnight scouring. Accelerated core placement has been used

successfully in cx'ossing scoux holes subject to continuing scour. No

more core stone should be placed than can be armored during the

construction season.

It is important that scouring magnitudes be predicted and

incorporated into the cost estimate and construction planning. Some

geographic regions have developed unique procedures for estimating

anticipated scour, based on experience. This enables planning for

additional project quantities to be required as a result of scour.

Also, the careful selection of the construction season, and sex'ies of

days when tide predictions indicate most favorable working conditions,

contribute significantly to the successful completion of rubble mound

construction.

Foundation Blanket Desi n

Bedding or filter blankets are essential in the design and

construction of rubble mounds. They serve two vital purposes:
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1. Distribute the load over a wider base to reduce soil contact
stresses and prevent settlement and bearing capacity failure

2. Provide erosion controL by preventing scour of the toe and
foundation materials

The lateral extent and thickness of the bedding layer must be sufficient

to provide an adequate bearing surface for the overlying material. To

perform the second purpose, the layer must also be designed as a filter

system and extend some distance beyond the structure toe. Design for

these two criteria are discussed in the following two sections.

traced in some cases to improper filter design, or a lack of any filter

design at all. En the absence of a filter layer, foundation soils can

be removed by local scour due to intense wave and current effects. The

negative results of this internal. erosion include settlement of the toe

and main structure and the ensuing washout of underlayer and core

materials, as detailed in the prior discussion on scour.

The installation of a filter blanket to protect agai~st undermining

is recommended by CZRC �977!, except in the following situations:

I. Where the water depth is greater than three times the maximum
wave height

2. Where the expected current velocities are too weak to move the
foundation sediments

3. Where the foundation is a hard, durable materiaL, as bedrock

Sandy bottoms are most prone to lose material through scour. Cohesive

foundations are less inclined to internal erosion, and a filter blanket

may not be required. A bedding layer or apron of quarry spalla, gravel

or other crushed rock should be provided, ho~ever, to remove turbulence

scour from the structure toe  CERC, 1977!.
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A properly designed filter system must satisfy two seemingly

contradictory criteria. First, it must be much more permeable than the

maximum particle sizes. This allows keying action as the smaller stones
k

fill the voids between the larger stones. Also, any excess or lack of

intermediate sizes would increase the tendency toward segregation.

Optimally, the gradation curve of the stone filter should approximately

parallel that of the base material  Hale, 1980!. The design procedure

involves the following steps.

1. Mechanical analysis of the base  foundation! material

Estimation of the void diameter of the overlying rubble stress2.

Filter design in accordance with the criteria developed by
Terzaghi and extended by the Corps of Engineers. These are
 Hale, 1980!:

3.

� < 5
15f

85b

14 cd <20
15b

�.5!

base or underlayers. It must permit effective drainage of the

underlying material so that excess pore water pressures will not be

generated. Second, the filter must be graded finely enough to avoid

base particle migration into its voids. Washout of the foundation

materials or clogging of the filter pores will defeat the purpose of the

filter. The filter gradation depends on the characteristics of the

foundation material and on the void diameter of the overlying rubble

stones. Methods for the design of graded stone filters and synthetic

fabric filters are discussed below. Their relative merits and

disadvantages are summarized in Table 5.3.

Graded stone filters should be well-graded from their minimum to
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Table 5.3 Graded and Plastic Filter Systems-
Advantages and Disadvantages  after
Lee, 1972, p. 1924!

GRADED FILTER SYSTEM

Advantages Disadvantages

PLASTIC FILTER SYSTEM

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Most likely availabl.e

2. Widely accepted in practice

3. Less effect of long-term
operation on permeability
and filtration

4. Not affected by bio-
deterioration

l. Filtering ability can remain
the same during installation

2. Independent tensile strength

3. Easier to construct to specs-
eliminates screening process
required for graded stone
filter

4. More consistency in as-placed
condition

5. Applicable regardless of
geographic location, e.g.,
availability of graded.
materials not important

l. Difficult to construct to
specs under water

2. Difficult to determine the
armor stone void diameter,
a parameter needed for
filter design

3. Stone filter has no
independent strength,
i.e., depends on soil
for its stability

l. Materials may not be
readily available

2. Initial cost may be higher
than graded filter

3. More difficult to maintain
permeability and filtration
in the long-term

4. Effectiveness may be reduced
due to biodeterioration



d 50f
50b

20l

�. 6!

85f

d stone voids
where dl , d5 and d8 are the particle sizes from a particle
size dis3ribu3ion plo3 at 15, 50 and 85 percent, respectively,
finer by weight. "f" refers to filter and "b" to the base soil
sizes. For example, 85 percent by weight of the particles in
the foundation soil are smaller than d85b.

A sample design of a graded stone filter layer for a rubble mound is

given in Design Example 5.3.

For rubble mound structures with large voids, it, is necessary to

design a multilayer graded stone filter. The size distribution of each

layer is governed by the gradations of the layers adjacent to it, in

accordance with the stated design criteria. The process is repeated

until the filter material size is sufficiently large to resist invasion

into the rubble stone voids  Lee, 1972!. The bedding materials

specified for many rubble mound jetties and breakwaters are quarry run

spoils, from l to 50 pounds �.4 to 222 N! and varying in gradation to

12 inches �.3 m!. This efficient use of up to 80 percent of the quarry

spoils generally results in a lower unit cost  Hale, 1980!.

The civil engineering use of synthetic fabrics, formed of manmade

fibers, has expanded rapidly in the past decade. Fabrics have been

quite effective in providing drainage and scour control on shore

protection structures. There are currently more than 25 different

fabric types commercially available, of various permeabilities and

tensile strengths. According to Keown and Dardeau �980! three key

factors must be carefully evaluated in the selection and placemen.t of a

filter fabric for a specific project application. These are:
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I. Filtration - the fabric must be an adequate filter,
allowing water flow while preventing infiltration of
bed parti,cles.

2. Chemical and physical proyerties � the fabric composition
must resist deterioration from climatic condi.tions and
chemicals in the environment, and must be strong enough
to yrohibit tearing and puncturing during placement and
in use.

3. Acceptance of mill certificat.es and compliance testing-
the fabric must meet government standards in these areas.

For fabric to be placed adjacent to granular materials
containing 50 percent or less fines  particles passing the no.
200 sieve, 0.074 mm!, the following criterion must be
satisfied:

d 85 foundation material  mm!
EOS of filter cloth  mm! �. 8!

2. For fabric to be placed adjacent to other soi.ls, the EOS
should be no larger than the openings in the no. 70 sieve
�.211 mm!. Filter fabric should not be placed on soils
comprising 85 percent or more fines.

3. No fabric should be speci,fi,ed with an EOS smaller than the
openings of a no. 100 sieve �.149 mm!.

It is preferable to specify the largest EOS allowed by the criteria.

Design Example 5.4 illustrates the use of these guidelines.

The gradient ratio, GR, of a fabric-soil system is the ratio of the

hydraulic gradient over the 1 inch �5 mm! of soil adjacent to the

fabric, if, to the gradient over the 2 inches �1 mm! of soil between 1

and 3 inches �5 and 76 mm! from the fabric,
g

The filtration of a fabric is characterized by the equivalent

opening size  EOS! of the fabri.c and the gradient ratio  GR! of the

fabric-soil matrix. The EOS must be known for the various fabrics

available. The following guidelines  Keown and Dardeau, 1980! should be

used to select an effective filter fabric:
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if
GR ~�

g

�.9!

If fine soil particles clog the fabric, the GR will increase.

Similarly, if fine particles move through the filter fabric  piping!,

the GR will decrease. As a generaL rule, the GR should not be greater

than three  Keown and Dardeau, 1980!.

The chemical and physical properties of construction fabrics must

meet the current Corps of Engineers specifications. Fabric properties,

physical, mechanical, hydraulic and environmental, are presented by

Koerner and Welsh  l980!. Because manufacturers often change

specifications of their fabrics while retaining the same style

classifications, the listed properties should be verified by contacting

the manufacturer directly. The addresses are provided in Appendix B.

Also included is a tabulation of material costs for selected fabrics.

The underwater placement of graded stone filter layers presents a

difficult problem. Variations in placement and in materials can result

the bottom, wave and current turbulence will scour sand from beneath the

stones and they will sink. Larger-scale foundation settlements can

occur when the heavy load of a rubble mound bears directly on soft

compressible soils. Further, when the imposed load exceeds the bearing

in a nonuniform filter bed with local weak spots. If properly placed,

the use of synthetic fabrics eliminates much uncertainty regarding the

as-placed condition of the, filter  Hale, l980!. Several placement

methods are discussed in Dunham and Barrett �974!, Keown and Dardeau

 l980! and Koerner and Welsh �980!.

Load Distribution. When large quarry stones are placed directly on
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capacity of the soil, a slip-circle failure may occur through the

foundation strata. These settlement and bearing capacity problems are

described independently in preceding sections. It is commonly accepted

that most rubble mound structures require foundation mats to prevent

potential failures of this nature. Mats distribute the founbation loads

over a wider area and thus reduce the contact pressures felt by the

soil. Bedding mats designed as filters also serve to control scour

erosion.

Bedding layers prevent the subsidence of heavy units simply by

zaising the large stones off of the sediment bed. In some improperly

designed or placed graded stone layers, small filter material may

migrate up through the armor and allow the units to rest directly on the

bottom. This problem will not occur with filter cloths. The fabri.cs

are continuous elements with independent tensile strength and therefore

cannot move up through the mound unit by unit as gravel can  Dunham and

Barrett, 1974!.

Blanket thickness depends on the water depth and the sizes of the

overlying quarrystone, but should not be less than 1 ft �.3 m! to

ensure complete coverage of bottom irregularities  CERC, 1977!. Dunham

and Finn �974! recommend a thickness of about 1.5 times the average

diameter of the bedding stone. Blanket thicknesses on Corps of

Engineers prospects vary with location, but are on the order of 2 to 3

ft �.6 to 0.9 m!. In the Great Lakes region, a layer of sand has been

placed initially on soft muds, and then covered with quarry run stone.

Off the coast of Louisiana, where shell is abundant, a layer of this

material is often used  Hale, 1980!.
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A thin layer of synthetic fabric may be an adequate filter, but

will not distribute the load of the overlying mound. Also, heavy aad

angular stoaes dropped directly onto the fabric, even from heights less

than 3. ft �.3 m!, can puncture aad rip the material. For these

reasons, it is generally necessary to increase the thickness of filter

fabric bedding layers by covering them with a cushioning layer of

gravel, quarry spells or other granular material. Care should be taken

to easure that this intermediate layer does not form a low permeability

barrier between the mound and fabric  Keown and Dardeau, 1980!. If the

armor stones weigh on the order of 10 toas  89 tÃ! or more, two

supporting layers may be required to achieve satisfactory 3.oad

distribution over the base soil  Dunham and Barrett, 1974!.

The base material should be extended beyond the toe, for scour

protectioa, and beyond the potential p3.ane of bearing capacity failure.

The standard procedure is to place graded stone layers to at least 5 ft

�.5 m! beyond the toe of the cover stone  CERC, 1977!. In practice,

the mat extends from 5 to 25 ft �.5 to 7.6 m! beyond the toe. Tn the

heavy wave climate of the Oregon coast, for example, the foundation

bedding is 5 ft �.5 m! thick and continues beyond the structure toe for

25 ft �.6 m!  Hale, 1980!.

When filter fabric is used ia the foundation mat, the seaward end

of the fabric should be overlapped by a few feet of stone  Figures 5.14a

and 5.15!. If scour occurs at the toe aad the rocks beyond the fabric

are undermined, they will drop into the scour hole but remain to protect

the toe  Figure 5.14b!. However, if the fabric extends beyond the

stone, the material will flap in the wave action and accelerate the



a. Initial placement es drop, but
protect toe

Filter cloth prevents
further scour

b. After many wave cycles

Figure 5.14 Filter Fabric at Rubble Mound Toe
 Dunham and Barrett, 1974, p. 17!
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formation of a scour pit at the toe  Dunham and Barrett, l974}.

Alternative toe treatments are shown in Figure 5.l6.

5.3 SUAN.Y

Shore protection structures are exposed to a number of forces,

which interact to produce a complex and often. unquantifiable net result.

Environmental loads must be defined as accurately as possible for their

input, to structural design. Waves impose the most significant loads on

rubble mounds, and wave parameters therefore have a prominent role in

current design formulas  Chapter 7!. Proper characterization of the

design wave is extremely important. The influences of other

environmental forces discussed in this chapter should be evaluated on a

site-specific basis. When judged appropriate, their magnitudes can be

estimated and incorporated into the design.

The importance of foundation conditions in rubble mound design must

not be underplayed. Excessive settlement and insufficient soil bearing

capacity can result in complete structural failure. Similarly, criti,cal

toe scour can threaten stabili.ty during construction and. throughout the

service life of the mound. Adequate geotechnical investigations and

analyses form a sound basis for rational foundation design.

The environmental and geotechnical conditions are unique for each

site. Their characteristics can change with modifications in the

proposed functional characteristics, as structure orientation and

configuration, and the structural design, i.e., whether rigid or

flexible, mound or wall. For this reason, the design considerations

must be reanalyzed for each option in the design phase.


